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Four speakers at a motivation symposium this
week will express ideas that "will influence
psychologists' thinking around the world,"
according to William Arnold, UNL psychology
professor.

The speakers wiii lecture at ihe Nebraska
Center for Continuing Education Thursday and

Friday about methods psychologists use to gather
behavior data, he said.

Arnold said psychologists either gather data by
taking account of nonobservable elements such as
a person's desires or by eliminating these
unobservable elements in their experiments.

According to Arnold, three of the speakers will
advocate employing only observable data in

psychological observation: Willard Day of the
University of Nevada, Joseph F. Rychlak of
Purdue University and Klaus F. Riegel of the
University of Michigan. Amedeo Giorgi advocates
using the nonobservable statistics in experiments,
Arnold said.

The first session this week is one of two
"Symposium on Motivation" sessions, at UNL.
The other session will be in February.

Arnold estimated severa.1 hundred faculty
members and students will hear the speakers
during this session..
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to test the HF-200- 0 in our store, The more

you trust your ears, the more we think you'll

like it.

Meriton $239.95.

resonant sound. OTLTTL circuit to eliminate

distortion. Tone control that increases bass,

decreases treble. Tuner with high degree of

selectivity. Illuminated tuning bar. Professional

style turntable. Tubular tone arm with

automatic return and shut-off- . Viscous

cuing, ceramic cartridge. Wide range

speakers housed in acoustically matched
wdlnut veneer hardwood cabinets. Hinged
dust cover. But, the proof is in the listening.

That's what Meriton is all about. Listening.
Their audio systems have been engineered
to satisfy the most sensitive testing

equipment around. Your ears. We invite you

You see, we've discovered a new collection of

sound systems by a new firm: Meriion. And

we're impressed. So much so that plans are

under way to install a permanent Meriton

sound center in our store.

As a preview, we're offering Meriton's
A sleek, remarkably

compact component-styl- e FM stereoFMAM

receiver and turntable system. M you can

see, the styling is modern, featuring brushed

chrome and walnut cabinetry. But it's not

what you see that's important.
Mow, we can quote features and

specifications. Like a solid state amplifier for

u2ei'Qei!
Trust your ears.
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